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LIBONDU LI NTANDJI

ARTISTIC
JOURNEY

Considered as an imaginary territory
where imaginary identities move
and evolve, Te "S.A.P.E." questions
the modes of re-appropriation of the
dominant culture and the complexity
of the post-coloniale identitites.
But above all it proposes a model of
individual emancipation through
wich the "sappeur" re-affirms is
identity trhough his deep relationship
with Nzambi Ya Mpungu, the
incarnation of Beauty in all its form.

By Jenny Ambukiyenyi Onya

Beyond the clothing of these
"designers' hides a call to travel, an
odissey in which the body finds its
salvation in the cult of claw.

ROOTED
STORY
Esdras and Chadrack are different
while being so similar.
Their common goals
is to be able to change their own
lives in order to be accepted by
the Society for who they truly are
as individuals.
Dive into a mad rush they both
must imperatively drop a letter of
great importance to the central
post office of Kinshasa.
The time is running out? Their
lives too.
When they weren't meant to
bond at all; the two protagonists
will find themselves in a situation
that will push them to have to
work together to ensure their
survival and that of an entire
nation.
It's now or never if and only the
music is still playing.

An one-hour dance theater play performed in
English, French, Dutch and Lingala; and including
songs in Kikongo - Lingala.
Between Hip-Hop, Ndombolo, Krumping and
Dancehall melee, this piece is composed of a cast of
11 performers.
Lydienne interpreted by Laetitia Mbala
Esdras interpreted by Hervé Loka
Mbokomu performed by Divine Kodia
Ganongo performed by Pierre Aganda
Liane interpreted by Sabine Jeangille
Glorie performed by Hendrick Ntela
Yavan performed by Idris Tolonge
Chadrack performed by Oumar Diallo
Ebende performed by Kenny Mayamona
Léonie interpreted by Blanche V.
Gadiel performed by Fiston Muteba Ngoyi
The play is co-choreographed by the cast and Jenny
Ambukiyenyi Onya.

A
PLAYED
EXPERIE
NCE

"It matters not how strait the gate,
How charged with punishments the scroll”
And you can say anything you want...
I am the master of my fate...
I am the captain of my soul"
Invictus

